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Press release Nuremberg Fair 2015

GamesOnTrack innovates again and opens up for customized sounds in LEGO®
trains
GamesOnTrack A/S launches GT-Xcontrol Sound. The capabilities of our leading GT-Position
and GT-Command control systems for LEGO are expanded with an electronic sound brick for
any vehicle or building. All sounds are individually controlled and location aware on the basis
of vehicle position or any human interaction. Users can upload their own sounds to GTXcontrol Sound.
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With GT-Command, LEGO trains or other
vehicles can be controlled by PC, Smartphone,
Tablet or your voice, while the standard LEGO
capabilities are added enhanced control,
automation and live positioning. Now the GTXcontrol IR in the vehicle can be further
expanded with an additional sound component
containing 8 individual sounds each with up to
20 seconds of play time. The Sound function
operates like any other function such as speed,
direction, and light. The user (human
interaction) or the location aware automation
(vehicle position) can activate the sound.
The GT-Command SW is expanded with a guided function allowing the user to upload his own
sounds directly to the component via the GT-Xconnect Radio. The user need not disconnect
anything. The solution is not limited to trains or driving vehicles. It can be installed in any user
construction. This allows users to be inspired by sounds from the real world and make their vehicles
sound like these. Furthermore, users can build and program any combination of sounds, speech,
music pieces, etc. for their layouts, robots, or dolls.
The product range for LEGO consists of 4 sets for easy sale and adaption in the market:
-

GT-Command Start Set with SW, GT-Xconnect and GT-Xcontrol IR with sound to get started.
GT-Station Set with GT-Xcontrol Servo, servo components, LED, expansion wires and bricks to build
a complete automatically controlled station.
GT-Position Upgrade Set with 3 satellites for positioning.
GT-Complete Set includes all 3 other sets for all experience at once.
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All components can still be ordered individually.
Further summary of the GamesOnTrack solution for LEGO trains:
The GamesOnTrack solution for LEGO trains now comprises 5 different components; all controlled
by GT-Command Software
-

GamesOnTrack® GT-Xcontrol IR sender, which communicates direction, speed and light in the
vehicle with standard LEGO® IR-Receiver.
GamesOnTrack® GT-Xcontrol Sound module, which uses the 3 pole connector on the GT-Xcontrol
IR.
The GamesOnTrack® GT-Position Satellites, which are placed under the ceiling and calculate
positions of the vehicles with millimeter accuracy.
GamesOnTrack® GT-Xcontrol Servo, which drives 2 Servos and 2 LED-Signals controlling a complete
Station.
GamesOnTrack® GT-Xconnect radio master, which transmits all control and position information
between trains, turnouts or signals and uploads individual sounds.

